On August 16 1855 doña Carlota Dascar, a resident in Santiago de Cuba, initiated a legal suit against Miguel Rodriguez, síndico procurador of the city, to prevent the forcible sale of her slave María. Dascar had tried to sell her slave, whom she described as a healthy criolla without vices, for 700 pesos, but the slave had "presented" herself before the síndico to "request her coartación because she had cincuenta pesos." As the municipal official charged with the representation of slave interests, the síndico then initiated the customary process of assessing the value of the slave to fix the price at which María would become coartada, that is, the price that she would have to pay to purchase her freedom. He invited Dascar to appoint an appraiser, whose assessment would be compared to that produced by the síndico's own assessor. 1 As was frequently the case, the valuations were widely apart and had to be settled in court. The representative of the owner appraised at María in 600 pesos; the síndico's valued her at 450. The local justice then proceeded to appoint a legal assessor, who ratified 450 pesos as the right value of the slave, making this the price at which María would be coartada. Having accepted this defeat, Dascar went to the síndico's house and asked him "to return her slave," for María had not voiced "any complaints" against her.
Instead of receiving her slave back, however, Dascar was presented with a new challenge, as the síndico "demanded" that she issue a sale license-"su papel de venta"-for María to seek a new owner, while threatening her to take the case to court again. Now incensed, Dascar claimed that coartación "did not limit in any sense the dominium that masters have over their slaves and if the slave who is not coartado cannot be sold against the will of his master without just cause, the same must be the case with the coartado slaves, who are subject to the same servitude as the others; this is categorical and is not open to doubt or interpretation." Yet the dominium of the master in this area was anything but categorical, as Dascar would learn to her dismay. In court, the síndico invoked article 35 of the Cuban slave ordinance, the Reglamento de Esclavos of 1842, which in his view "clearly gives the coartado slave the power to sell himself whenever he wants against the will of his master… from which it follows that being the black María Irene coartada, she is in the situation of soliciting a new master any time she wishes."
The judge who heard the case sided with the síndico and ordered Dascar "to give the corresponding paper to her slave so that she could seek a master at her leisure" [papel a la dicha esclava para que buscase amo a su gusto]. Although the owner persisted in her refusal to sell the slave, the justice ordered the sale to proceed. María had found someone ready to pay her price, including the taxes on the sale, which were the responsibility of any coartado who wanted to be sold against the wishes of his or her master. Frustrated, Dascar appealed to the Captain General noting that she "had complained and protested in vain against this process, mainly against the sale of the black María. I have refused to sign or authorize anything, but in vain; everything has move forward with a rigorous inflexibility." She also used family connections to bring the case before Santiago's town council, where the husband of her stepdaughter, Regidor don Ruperto Ulecia Ledesma, presented for discussion a lengthy memorandum depicting the actions of the síndicos and the slaves' attempts to change owners as a "veritable forceful expropriation." According to the town councilor, two issues merited the attention of the municipal body. The first concerned the process of legally appraising the prices of the slaves for the purposes of coartación, a process which limited unlawfully the owner's freedom to ask whichever price he deemed proper for his property. The second referred to "the outrage of the coartado slave changing owners as many times as he wishes without having just cause," which was tantamount to an expropriation. In both instances, he noted, the "sacred… property rights" of the masters were being "curtailed." 2 Dascar's judicial and extrajudicial efforts were not exceptional. Her complaints were part of a large chorus of grumbling slave owners who by the 1850s were trying to resist, through litigation and through appeals to authorities, what they perceived as a growing challenge to their dominium over their slaves. They resented both their inability to prevent the municipal officials' interference in the management of their slaves and the slaves' successful invocation of legal rights that could be exercised against their wishes.
Not without reason, the owners asserted that these prerogatives represented a dangerous concession to the slaves. The enforcement of what lawyers, justices, and authorities described as derechos ("rights") had "relaxed slavery completely" and "impaired the subordination" on which slavery was based.
The most important of these rights were coartación and "pedir papel" (request paper) to seek a new owner, two institutions with long roots in the island. Through coartación masters and slaves agreed on a manumission price that could not be subsequently altered. 3 The slave could then make partial payments towards his or her freedom. As the case of María illustrates, by the mid-nineteenth century these two legal practices had become linked, for some lawyers, justices, and slaves believed that coartados had the right to change masters at will. However, neither coartación nor the possibility of changing masters figured in the legal codes of Castile as slave rights.
Rather, it seems that these prerogatives emerged out of constant litigation by the slaves themselves and as a pragmatic response to the slaves' initiatives, which in this way were channeled into the legal sphere. Until the promulgation of the Reglamento de Esclavos in 1842 these rights were based on little other than custom. They could be claimed as customary rights at best and were quite vulnerable to the whim of individual masters. But in 1842 these customary rights were written into law, codified, and henceforth treated by most justices and many jurists as true legal rights, to be observed even against the will of the owners. Furthermore, some jurists and justices claimed that these rights had wide ranging legal effects that gave slaves considerable control over their lives and labor. But how did these legal rights come to exist and how did they relate to the traditional codes of Castile or to colonial laws? And why were these customary rights codified, and codified precisely as slave rights, in Cuban nineteenth-century slave society, despite the opposition of the slave owners?
This paper attempts to answers these questions. It does so by focusing, first, on the evolution of the law in order to establish the possible bases for the practices of coartación and papel. I find that until the Reglamento de Esclavos of 1842, these laws provided only a very tenuous foundation to what María and other slaves attempted to claim as personal rights. The slave owners' systematic rejection of these claims resulted in litigation, forcing justices to define which practices conformed to the law and what entitlements, if any, the slaves had under Spanish law and legal customs. These conflicts are best studied through the legal processes themselves, which show that justices did not share a uniform view about these issues. The conflicts surrounding these legal practices peaked in the 1840s and 1850s, after the Reglamento of 1842 codified them unequivocally as slave rights, in terms that many masters deemed openly confiscatory.
The very codification of these potentially favorable legal practices in a slave society such as Cuba is something of a puzzle. Instead of treating coartación and the practice of pedir papel as static, abstract rights, this paper studies these practices as contested legal institutions in which different interests-those of slave owners, colonial authorities, legal experts, and slaves-clashed. 4 It is not always possible to offer chronological precisions about the evolution of these institutions. The practices of coartación and papel evolved into customary rightsagain, highly contested and with little foundation in written law-during Cuba's long early colonial period, between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries. Prior to the development of plantation slavery in the western section of the island after the late 1700s,
Cuba was a society with slaves, not a slave society, to use a problematic but nonetheless graphic distinction. 5 Slavery was mainly urban in character and a large proportion of slaves were used in the service economy of Havana and other cities. Limited Spanish migration to the island required slaves to perform economic activities that might otherwise have been closed to them and that implied some degree of autonomy and their active participation in the mercantile life of the cities. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, slaves and free blacks monopolized important sectors of Havana's booming service economy. They were also conspicuous in the trades, not just as daily laborers, but as master artisans with their own shops. An indeterminate but significant number of slaves hired themselves out, lived in their own houses, and operated inns, taverns, and other commercial establishments. 6 Through their participation in market transactions and other social relations, slaves gained critical knowledge about the market economy and the dominant culture.
Included in this cultural background was the knowledge that under Spanish law masters had obligations and slaves had the right to appeal to authorities-to an authority higher than their master-to denounce mistreatment or abuse. This may have been the slaves'
"only right," as a Cuban justice stated in 1846, but it was a critical one. 7 The practice of papel seems to have evolved as a consequence of the slaves' right of petition, as they requested authorities to be sold to a different master due to abuse. Something similar took place with coartación, a practice registered in the island since the 1590s. Slaves who had begun to make payments towards their freedom claimed that they had purchased a portion of their time and labor. They claimed further that any limitation on their ability to complete payments constituted abuse, which allegedly entitled them to request papel and change owners. Thus by the eighteenth century these two practices were frequently linked.
These practices did not vanish with the transformations experienced by Cuban society during the early nineteenth century, when the island became a leading producer of sugar. They were part of a "heritage" that, as Rebecca Scott states, "would influence society in the nineteenth century." To be sure, recently imported Africans in the deep plantation zones would have limited access to authorities and the law, but as I have claimed elsewhere, the new economic and social order had to be imposed on and reconciled with previous customs and social mores. 8 Paradoxically, slaves' opportunities to press claims probably increased after the 1760s with the creation of the office of síndico procurador. A municipal institution transplanted to the colonies in 1766, the síndicos were to provide legal representation for the slaves and to mediate in their conflicts with masters. The Real Cédula of 1789 "on the education, treatment, and occupation of the slaves" referred to the síndicos as "protector[s] of the slaves" and established that no slave could be criminally prosecuted without the intervention of the síndico, who was also responsible for charging slave owners and overseers in cases of excessive punishment. Since the síndicos were elected by the town council, their position considered an honorable public duty, one must assume that many were themselves slave owners and not particularly concerned with the wellbeing of the slaves. 9 At the same time, the very existence of the institution created clearly delimited institutional channels for enterprising slaves to claim rights and the possibility of expanded state intromission into the master-slave relationship. As will be shown below, with time the síndicos seem to have developed procedures and values that many owners deemed intolerable. In the midst of Cuba's slave society, the síndicos' actions contributed to reproduce customary legal figures such as coartación and papel while surrounding them with a mantra of legality.
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In trying to understand how slaves positioned themselves as legal subjects and tried to take advantage of the limited legal recourse available in colonial societies, this paper joins a fast-growing body of scholarship concerning slavery and the law in Latin America. In contrast to a previous generation of scholars who, in reaction to celebratory accounts of Iberian legal culture, were skeptical if not cynical about the importance of the law to the study of slavery, the most recent scholarship concentrates on the slaves themselves and on their attempts to find cracks within the Spanish normative system.
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These scholars emphasize that under Spanish absolutism slaves were constituted as subjects who were "socially not so dead," that civil and religious authorities encroached on the masters' control over slaves, and that slaves learned how to navigate the contradictory Spanish legal maze and to use it to their advantage. 12 As historian Herman Bennett puts it, "the enslaved gained an acute awareness of competing obligations and rights, a form of ambiguity they willingly exploited by deploying regulatory devices in a manner that the Spanish monarchs never intended." Whatever the proportion of slaves that became coartados, it is difficult to sustain the claim that this represented, in quantitative terms, a major avenue towards freedom in nineteenth-century Cuba. According to various sources, the number of slaves manumitted in the island each year during the 1850s and early 1860s was around two thousand, which would suggest annual manumission rates below one percent. 16 These figures of course included all sorts of manumission, not just gradual self-purchases, so the annual number of slaves obtaining freedom through coartación was probably small.
But the significance of coartación went beyond ratios and the number of slaves who obtained freedom through it. As with marronage or revolts-which always involved a small proportion of total slaves-the impact of coartación cannot be reduced to a question of percentages. 17 Slave owners resented coartación and its concomitant practice of papel so much not because large numbers of slaves used it to obtain freedom, but because they could do it without the acquiescence of the masters. With coartación manumission ceased to be an expression of the generosity of the owner, no longer a pious act to serve God, as the letters of freedom frequently stated. With coartación manumission was imposed on masters by entrepreneurial slaves, not given to slaves by God-fearing and humane masters. To make matters worse, coartación produced, or in the eyes of some slaves and justices was understood to produce, a number of poorly defined and much contested rights that gave slaves significant control over their labor and personal lives, including the alleged right to change masters at will, the source of much litigation in nineteenth-century Cuba. For the slave owners, at least, the significance of coartación resided in its serious attack on the property rights of masters.
Slave Owners' Obligations
The masters' outrage was not without foundation, for as they repeatedly claimed the rights that slaves and some justices attempted to impose were not explicitly regulated in Spanish law. Although the possibility of manumission was long recognized in the Castilian codes and in tradition, it was always dependent on the goodwill and benevolence of the master. It was a master's prerogative, not a slave right. The traditional codes of Castile granted slaves a few rights that were not conditional on their masters' wishes-such as the right to marry and to petition authorities in cases of abuse-but these were the exception rather than the rule.
What the codes did regulate in a fairly systematic manner were the obligations of the masters. In addition to religious instruction, the master's most important duty concerned the physical wellbeing of the slave. According to Law 6, title 21, of the Fourth Partida, a master had "complete authority" over his slave "to dispose of him as he pleases." But there were limits to the master's power: he was not supposed to wound, kill or mutilate his slaves, at least not without proper judicial order, and he could not starve them to death. In cases of severe abuse, which the law defined as starvation and intolerable physical punishments, slaves could complain to a judge. The judge in turn was to inquire about the complaint and, if it was corroborated, order the forcible sale of the slave to another master. 18 These three principles-that masters should not abuse their slaves; that slaves could complain to a judge, and that justices should hear these claims and proceed accordingly-were ratified by numerous subsequent regulations. The obligation to feed, house, and care for infirm slaves was confirmed in the ordinances issued by the Audiencia of Santo Domingo in 1528 and 1535, by the town council of the same city in 1768, and in the Código Negro of 1784. The ordinances issued by the Audiencia also charged municipal officials with visiting the farms and gathering information about excessive punishments, "ill treatments," and failure to provide enough food to the slaves, in which case they should notify local authorities and justices to proceed "according to justice." The 1784 Code referred to the usefulness of these visits and spoke of them as something that was "frequently" done. 19 Whether justices actually ordered the sale of abused slaves is not known. The old principle contained in the Partidas was also reproduced in regulations issued by the crown for the colonial territories, the so-called Leyes de Indias. 20 When the first comprehensive ordinances for Cuban villages were issued in 1574, they basically replicated the language that the Audiencia of Santo Domingo had used in its own regulations. This is not surprising, for the Cuban rules were drafted by a visiting judge from that court, the Oidor Alonso de Cáceres y Ovando. His "ordenanzas" made reference to two forms of "ill treatment." The first concerned the lack of proper nourishment and clothing for the slaves; the second to cruel punishments, particularly to excessive flogging and to "burning with different types of resins." To prevent these abuses Cáceres ordered municipal officials to visit the farms in their jurisdiction twice every year. As in La Española, the purpose of these visits was to gather information concerning "the treatment" of the slaves and whether the ordinances concerning food and clothing were being observed. In cases of cruelty and "excessive punishments," the justices should forcibly sell the slave and proceed legally against the owner.
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It is difficult to establish whether these visits were performed in Cuba as regularly as mandated and whether the municipal officials inquired about the treatment of slaves, as they were supposed to do. But there is little doubt that the visits themselves continued to be seen as one of the responsibilities of town councilors well into the eighteenth century. The importance of these visits was noted by a colonial official in 1762, who elaborated that they allowed authorities to "watch over the good treatment of slaves, Particularly for rural slaves, presenting a complaint before local authorities was not an easy task. They had to abandon the farm where they worked, walk for hours or days, find a justice in a nearby town, and elicit his sympathy. Extant cases in Cuban nineteenth-century judicial records suggest, however, that at least occasionally rural slaves turned to authorities to complain of mistreatment, and that these complaints were worded in terms that echoed the dominant legal culture. The case of eight slaves who walked out of the San Miguel sugar mill and presented themselves before the local justice in the town of Corral Falso, Matanzas, in 1846, exemplifies this. The slaves had come "to complain against the administration" of the mill, arguing that they did not receive enough food, that they were forced to perform "excessive work," and that they did not get proper clothing or medical attention. Something similar happened in the sugar mill Buenavista, in the municipality of Trinidad in central Cuba. In 1879 nineteen slaves escaped from the mill and told authorities that the overseer abused them and gave them "bad food." In yet another case, Pablo, a slave in the Caridad sugar mill, municipality of Colón, presented himself before a local official in 1865 to complain against his overseer, who he claimed had punished him excessively by giving him over one hundred lashes and abused the slaves in a variety of ways. Asked to elaborate on the conditions at the mill, Pablo declared that the overseer and the driver had mutilated two slaves in the past "without anybody notifying the authorities" and that slaves only got plantains and rotten jerked meat twice a day. 24 In his deposition Pablo charged that the overseer also punished those slaves who sought the sponsorship and protection of local authorities (the verb he used was "apadrinarse"). He mentioned the case of Secundino Criollo, who had asked a local authority to intercede on his behalf to avoid a punishment. Even though the authority had called the overseer and reprimanded him, Pablo continued, Secundino had been shackled and punished "a lot" as a result.
Pablo's testimony suggests that even though sympathetic authorities could not guarantee the protection of the slaves, the latter were very much aware of the existence of these authorities and of the possibility of seeking their sponsorship and mediation. It is possible that slaves reserved this recourse for extreme situations, perhaps for those conflicts that could result in life-threatening punishments or severe physical abuses. In any case, local justices seem to have treated these as routine cases. They opened dossiers, took the slaves' depositions in the presence of witnesses, and called on medical experts to examine those slaves who claimed to have been abused. These were time-honored procedures: it is what local justices in Spain and the colonies had done for centuries.
Nowhere in the proceedings do we get the sense that these cases were exceptional or that the local justices were outraged by the insolence of the slaves. As the instructing judge in one of these cases reported, appealing to authorities in cases of abuse was the slaves "only right"-their único derecho. 25 Slaves not only tried to transform the masters' responsibilities into bases for legal claims, but took matters a step further. By the late eighteenth century slaves who complained about abuses of various kinds frequently requested authorities' assistance to change owners. This practice was sometimes referred to as "buscar papel" or "pedir papel," the "paper" in question a written document issued by the master or a justice authorizing the slave to find a party interested in purchasing him or her for a price previously agreed with the owner. As mentioned above, the Partidas and subsequent regulations allowed justices to forcibly sell slaves who had been subjected to severe abuses, but nowhere did they suggest that slaves themselves were entitled to pursue a change of owners even in cases of flagrant abuse. The initiative belonged to the justices.
In the practice of seeking "papel," however, it was the slaves who took action, as if the masters' negligence of their legal duties entitled slaves to select a new owner.
The available evidence suggests that this practice was much more common in the cities than in rural areas, where opportunities for mobility and for the creation of the social networks needed to elicit the interest of a new (and potentially more favorable)
buyer were more restricted. But rural workers also attempted to change owners when abused or neglected by their masters. One such case concerns the slave Manuel de la
Trinidad, who in 1795 escaped the sugar mill where he worked. He wanted his master to "give him paper to find another whom he would serve, for they do not attend to him as is required and they give him too much work." 26 Trinidad's reference to the "attention" that owners were "required" to give to their slaves follows closely the letter of the law. In addition to excessive work, he denounced the lack of "necessary food" plus "the cruelest treatment that can be imagined." In 1850, the slave Andrés Criollo, who worked on a tobacco farm in western Cuba, presented himself before the síndico procurador of
Havana "to complain against the treatment he receives from his master" and to "solicit paper" to seek a new owner. Ignacio, a slave employed on a cattle ranch in the jurisdiction of Havana, also presented himself before the síndico to seek paper, in his case In all these cases, the transfer of ownership was a direct consequence of the slaves' initiatives. 29 An extreme case is that of Ciprián Castillo, who bluntly stated in 1852 that he was requesting papel because he was not pleased with his new master: no siendo de su gusto el nuevo amo. Equally extreme was the case of Luisa Vázquez del Castillo, who in 1858 solicited paper and a judicial assessment of her price because it "was not convenient for her to remain in the house" of her current owner. In some of these cases there was not
even an attempt to demonstrate mistreatment, or the notion of abuse had been stretched by the slaves well beyond the tight limits regulated in the codes. 30 To many masters these demands for "papel" must have seemed a display of the worst kind of insubordination and insolence, an assault on their property rights. Juan
Francisco Manzano, the author of a famous slave autobiography published in 1840, recalled the negative reaction of his master when he raised the possibility of obtaining paper "in order to advertise for a new master." His mistress was reportedly "quite astonished" by his "boldness" and denied the request. For some masters, however, giving papel may have represented the possibility of selling a slave under favorable conditions.
It is possible that this custom developed in part as an extension of the widely practiced hiring out system, by which a slave sought work, and therefore a temporary "master,"
with the authorization of his or her owner. The testimony of novelist Cirilo Villaverde suggests that the two practices could be easily mixed. "The first thing that doña Rosa did in the city was to give license or paper to María de Regla to seek employment (acomodo) or master (amo). The paper… stated, more or less, what follows: I give paper to my slave María de Regla so that in the next ten days she can look for employment or master in the city. She is criolla, rational, intelligent and agile, healthy, strong, has never suffered any contagious disease, does not have known defects (tachas), knows how to sew, understands about washing, ironing, and taking care of children and infirm. She is being given paper because she has requested it. She has not known any master other than the one under whom she was born and who is now selling her." Thus María de Regla could either try to find a convenient job, a new master, or both. 31 Finally, there were also masters who, faced with the possibility of legal proceedings and outside interference, resigned themselves to selling an otherwise unmanageable slave. Joaquina Pimienta admitted as much when she finally agreed to her slave Micaela O'Farrill's demand for papel: "I would rather miss her services than suffer her impertinence." As a síndico reasoned in a one of these cases, allowing a slave to change masters was frequently in the best interest of the owners, whose "tranquility" and "security" might otherwise be at risk. Academy defined "cortarse" as the action by which a slave "adjusted" with his master the terms of his freedom. Cortarse referred to the action by which slaves cut or divided their price into pieces. By the late eighteenth century, however, the practice was known as "coartación," which literally means "hindrance" or "restriction." Whereas cortar evokes the action of the slave, coartar refers to limitations on the master's power. Over time, the slaves' actions had become a constraint on the master's dominium. 34 Because of its lack of precise definition, coartación should be seen as a legal institution in the making with poorly defined and contested legal effects. The one element of the institution that seems to have been accepted by all involved was the invariability of the price. In 1640, for instance, an owner acknowledged in his will that his slave Miguel
Angola had "arranged his freedom" with him in 1636 for 400 ducados, of which he had already paid 228. He ordered the slave to be given his freedom letter as soon as he paid the difference. Another slave, Juana, a 20-year old resident of Guanabacoa, agreed with her master in 1690 on a freedom price of 300 pesos, of which she paid half. The owner issued a notarized receipt, declaring that he would grant her freedom whenever she paid the other half. It was understood that a slave who had paid a fraction of his redemption price could not be mortgaged or sold for a higher value. That is why when the slave Juan, a 17-year old criollo, was sold four times in 1690, it was always on condition that he was to be freed as soon as he was able to pay the 200 pesos remaining for his total value. The typical sale contract established that the buyer of the coartado bought the slave "under the said condition" and that he could "possess and mortgage" the slave but not in an amount higher than the remaining price. Royal regulations ratified the invariability of the price and reinforced the principle that coartado slaves could only be sold under this condition. 35 Much less clear was the status of a slave while coartado and the legal implications of this status. One subject of litigation concerned the coartados' possible control over the portion of time and labor for which they had already paid. Some slave owners believed that since the coartado had purchased a portion of himself or herself, they owned only part of the slave. The sale of Juana, a coartado mulatto slave who had paid half of her price in 1690, exemplifies this custom: "concerning this sale it is only on half of the said mulatto woman. The buyer must use her in the same form and if he uses her whole service or rent, collecting it entirely, he must grant her half of the time that belongs to her and discount it from her price." In a 1590 sale of another coartado woman, the buyer agreed to discount four ducados monthly from her manumission price in order to enjoy her services full time. 36 The special status that many individuals identified with coartación is perhaps best illustrated by the fact that since the late eighteenth century non-coartado slaves were referred to as enteros (complete, entire). This designation suggested that coartados were only partially enslaved or, as a local official reported in 1826, that coartados "not being free can barely be called slaves." As a síndico argued in 1861, having paid a portion of his price, the slave "became associated to the dominium of himself." 37 Some owners, however, rejected the notion that coartados were entitled to a portion of their labor. In 1826 master don Francisco Prado went to court over the earnings generated by his slave José Genaro. The síndico representing the slave demanded a portion of the profit he had produced for the last two and a half years-the time during which he had been coartado-to be credited towards his coartación. The owner refused.
Some lawyers supported their position and decried the custom of linking the slaves' obligations with the price differential for their freedom. As one of them stated in 1830, "some síndicos have attempted to alleviate slavery, so as to pretend to concede a half of their time to slaves who are bound in service of their masters (when they have paid half of their value to their owners); but this opinion is not in conformity with the law… The coartación… was not established to reduce slavery into halves, but only to prevent any alteration in the price of the slaves." 38 In practice, however, at least some of the coartados managed, if not to reduce slavery by half, to credit a portion of their time and labor towards the manumission price.
Although this issue continued to be litigated well into the nineteenth century, the custom that slaves should retain a fraction of their earnings proportional to the payments they had already made persisted. By the 19 th century in Cuba, as in Puerto Rico, the coartado slaves who were hired out paid a reduced rent to their masters. This rent was fixed at one real daily per one hundred pesos of the remaining price for their manumission. 39 Another contentious point concerned the situation of pregnant coartado women and whether this condition was transferred to their unborn children. Some jurists in
Havana understood that the value of the child should be reduced in a proportion similar to the payments already made by the mother. Governor José de Ezpeleta issued a decree in 1786 supporting this view and based it on the legal principle that children always followed the condition of the mother. But the Consejo de Indias, sensitive to allegations concerning the need for workers for colonial agriculture, reversed this ruling as "contrary to law, for coartación in mothers is something only for them, so personal that it cannot be transmitted to their children," a principle that was ratified by a royal cédula of 1789.
Although a few slaves attempted to claim freedom based on the condition of their mothers as coartadas, these cases did not prosper. 40 Later litigation and conflicts concentrated rather on a different question: the mothers' ability to coartar their recently born children.
Two additional elements of coartación, also poorly defined, were litigated in the courts of Havana in the early nineteenth century. The first concerned the masters' obligation to accept their slaves' payment towards coartación. Although some owners clearly resented any attempt to treat manumission as a slave right, instead of a prerogative of the master, the síndicos were invariably successful on this point. They invoked the traditional principle of favor libertatis, contained in the Partidas, and forced reluctant masters to issue freedom letters and coartación papers to those slaves who could pay for them. 41 As a síndico put it in a demand against a master who claimed outstanding debts to refuse a payment from a coartado slave, "neither this motive nor any other of greater importance can have the effect of delaying or creating obstacles" for freedom. On this point legislation had been consistent: freedom was to be favored. The Consejo de Indias ratified the principle in a 1778 pronouncement concerning coartación: masters were "obligated, according to custom, to give [slaves] their freedom whenever they showed the corresponding price." 42 By far the most contentious issue was the coartado's alleged right to seek papel and change masters at will. It is difficult to ascertain how these two legal practices became intertwined, but it is likely that as part of their drive for increased self-control, the coartados felt entitled to claim abuse or mistreatment whenever the owners attempted to reassert control over them. The claim of abuse would then be used to request papel.
Already in 1766 Governor Antonio María Bucarely made reference to the "disputes" generated by the "voluntary and involuntary sales" of the coartados. Although the Council of Indies stated unequivocally that coartación did not entitle slaves to change masters without the latter's consent, the slaves and the síndicos who represented them continued to invoke this customary right. In some cases they did so by claiming abuse, which was construed broadly as any limitation on the coartado's ability to work towards his freedom. In other cases they simply alleged that the right to change masters was inherent to the status of coartación.
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Of the first kind was the case of Micaela O'Farril, an urban slave who in 1835
presented herself in the palace of the Captain General to request assistance to obtain her paper to change owners. She claimed to have suffered "unbearable" but unspecified "ill treatments" at the hands of her owner and that "the laws allow the slave to change owners, particularly when… she is coartada." Claiming distaste for judicial proceedings, the master agreed. The case of the coartado Pedro López the same year exemplifies the second kind, in which demands to change owners were not based on claims of mistreatment. Here the síndico argued that the slave should receive his paper because this was "in his unfortunate situation, the only relief that the law gives him." Other síndicos put it in more forceful terms, as in this 1837 case: "his master must give her paper to search for a new master because this is a prerogative of the coartado slaves." No abuse whatsoever was alleged. 44 Masters resented this assault on their dominium and litigated against their slaves and the síndicos who, representing them, invoked rights without foundation in the codes. 
Codification: the Reglamento de Esclavos of 1842
Approved by Governor Gerónimo Valdés in 1842, this slave ordinance was Spain's response to "a series of concurrent pressures" from within and without. 47 Internally, the colonial state sought to control more effectively a fast growing slave population that, particularly in the sugar districts, was exploited brutally. Several revolts, frequent rumors of conspiracy, and the specter of another Haiti underlined the precarious balance of colonial society. 48 To make matters worse, the international context was not favorable.
Great Britain was determined to halt the slave trade and abolished slavery in its own colonies in the 1830s. The arrival in Havana of British Consul David Turnbull in 1841 was greeted with "alarm" by planters and authorities and the central government instructed the Captain General to counteract his efforts in favor of emancipation. As historian Jean-Pierre Tardieu states, in order to prevent "the worst," the colonial administration "had no choice but to propose a reform of the slave system that was favorable to both the slave and the master." 49 A few months later Valdés promulgated the Reglamento de Esclavos.
The Reglamento was approved over the objections of the planters, who realized that the new regulations would control not just the slaves but the slave owners as well-"an attempt to rein them in," as Robert Paquette puts it. The owners resented almost any form of state interference in their properties, including any attempt to regulate slavery legally, claiming that slaves would always understand such regulations as a "bill of rights and a tacit accusation against masters." 50 On this point there was consensus among slave owners: discipline was a private matter, to be decided exclusively by the master as the supreme authority. As a slave owner explained in 1842, "It is well known that public authorities cannot interfere between masters and slaves without grave risks." The mere act of regulating slavery was tantamount to the creation of "rights that slaves could claim" and therefore a direct attack on their authority. "Any direct intervention by the government, which in any way allows a slave to suspect that he has rights against the master" would automatically result in an increase of those demands, a slave owner warned. As soon as slaves knew that there existed an authority that protected them and watched over the masters, "all the links of subordination" would be lost and the very survival of the institution of slavery would be endangered.
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The very approval of the Reglamento illustrated the diminished political power of Cuban planters and the expansion and consolidation of the absolutist power of the Captain General in the island, particularly after the 1830s. 52 Valdés himself referred in the introduction of his Bando to the governor as "the center of power and action" and as the interpreter of "the true interests of this rich and important part of the monarchy." 53 Many slave owners and planters in the island did not see those interests as their own. Once it was approved, they fought against the Reglamento and sought to have it repealed or suspended. In 1844, a commission of planters issued a report to the colonial governor in which they blamed the Reglamento for several slave insurrections and for the conspiracy of La Escalera, which resulted in the repression of hundreds of free blacks and mulattos. 54 The members of this commission claimed that, following the royal cédula of 1789, the Reglamento had transformed "the protective mission" and "the rights" of masters into obligations which could be claimed by the slaves. Indeed the Reglamento had followed the traditional principles of Castilian law, asserting that masters should feed, clothe and provide medical care for their slaves. As the Partidas and colonial regulations had repeatedly stated, in cases of excessive punishment or cruelty the justices were authorized to order the forcible sale of the slave. All this, the commission elaborated, eroded the authority of the owners to the point that slaves did not see masters as "the absolute and legitimate power" any longer. Their recommendation, however, was not to repeal the Reglamento. This would "alarm" the slaves and create international problems, a clear reference to British pressures. Better to put it on hold so that it would quietly fall into disuse.
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This did not happen, however. The Reglamento continued to be invoked as the law of the land by slaves, by the síndicos, by the justices, by authorities, and by masters well into the 1860s. 56 The articles that masters attacked the most were those dealing with coartación. Article 34 defined coartación as a true slave right, for it was stated that owners "may not refuse" the coartación of any slave who offered at least fifty pesos towards his or her price. A practice that was initially known as "cortarse"-the action through which slaves cut or divided their price into pieces-had become coartar, which literally means "hindrance" or "restriction," a limitation on the master's dominium. The coartación price, the following article asserted, could not be altered although "if the slave wished to be sold against the will of his master and without just cause," the master could add the sales tax to the price. Following the principle established by the Consejo de Indias and the King in 1789, coartación was to be understood as a personal benefit that was not to be inherited by the children of coartado mothers. 57 The slave owners' opposition to the Reglamento resulted in litigation and in efforts to have it modified or repealed. One of the principles over which some slave owners continued to litigate concerned their obligation to accept their slaves' payments for coartación and freedom under all circumstances. Plantation owners, for instance, complained that by becoming coartados slaves acquired the right to seek a new master, leaving the units and disrupting production. Others used coartación to evade the mills altogether. Máximo Arozarena, owner of the sugar mill Mercedes, faced this situation.
When in 1859 he tried to transfer nineteen slaves from a cattle farm to the mill, they abandoned the unit, presented themselves to the síndico Antonio Bachiller y Morales in Havana, and requested their coartación. The owner worried that, once coartados, they could invoke the right to seek a new master, a possibility which he characterized as "the most terrible and destructive weapon against territorial property."
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Slave owners also resisted slaves' attempts to coartar young children. They reasoned that children were assessed at very low prices which then could not be changed.
As a result, once grown up these slaves could easily complete payments for their freedom. In the meantime, however, the owner was responsible for the sustenance and all the expenses associated with raising the slave. In 1861 Angela Vázquez Prieto, a resident of Bayamo, complained to the Governor that the síndico was forcing her "to the coartación of a two-months old" unnamed girl. Vázquez protested against the "mistaken" application of articles 34 and 35 of the Reglamento and explained how detrimental they were when applied to children. Furthermore, she claimed to be willing to grant manumission to the child for "her [market] value, because in this case she will leave my power in the day," but not to coartación, a status that made her financially responsible for raising the girl. 59 Vázquez Prieto's concerns reflected not just the fact that slave prices increased with age, but also the suspicion that average slave prices would continue to rise.
Coartación could work to the advantage of masters, as the price did not change despite the slave's depreciation due to age, but only if the slave waited long enough to complete his payments after his prime age (when depreciation began) and in an environment of price stability. Slave prices remained stable between 1800 and 1850, but they increased significantly afterwards. Between 1850 and 1858 the average price of prime-age slave doubled. 60 In the early 1840s, when the Reglamento was approved, the average price of prime-age slaves was about 350 pesos. Thus the minimal amount a slave needed to offer in order to become coartado (50 pesos) represented about one-seventh of his or her price.
In the late 1850s, however, when prices grew to over 800 pesos, the amount needed to become coartado had declined to just six or seven percent of the price. Alarmed, in the 1850s several owners and local officials proposed to the central government to raise the coartación amount to at least ten percent of the market price or to a minimum of 200 pesos. Following the same logic, masters also argued that the customary amount that slaves had paid for the freedom of an unborn child, set at 25 pesos, should be raised. As a slave owner explained in 1857, "when the price of a slave used to be only 400 pesos what was carried in the belly was assessed in 25, but having tripled the value of the mother to 1,200 it is obvious that the daughter's triples as well." 61 By far the most common point of litigation continued to be the coartados' alleged right to change owners at will, a prerogative they used to gain some control over their labor, avoid unfavorable occupations, and escape abusive masters. In 1862 Paulino criollo presented himself before a síndico in Havana to complain that his master had taken him to a sugar mill to use "his services as if he was a complete slave" even though he had been coartado in 250 pesos. In a similar case, the mother of a coartada slave who had been taken to the interior demanded in 1869 that she be returned to Havana, where she could effectively earn her freedom. The slave Filomeno Lula, a cigar maker, requested papel in 1852 because, being coartado, his master was sending him to el campo--the countryside. In order to secure that his children and their mother, slave Clara Diago, were brought back to Havana from "el campo," free black Felipe Herrera deposited 150 pesos with the síndico to proceed to their coartación and to demand that they be sold thereafter in the city. did not supersede previous regulations on the matter. 65 A group of legal experts disputed these arguments and, taking sides "with the Courts of the Island and with the Síndicos," asserted that the Reglamento was in fact "the only current law on the matter." 66 To the notion that slavery was a totalizing status, they responded that coartación represented one exception to this general principle. 67 Through coartación the slave acquired partial dominium over his body, labor, and time, constituting a form of concurrent ownership. "The coartado slave is not as slave as the entero," explained lawyer José I. Rodríguez. 68 This condition had several legal effects, the most important of which was the possibility to change masters at will, a possibility that the various authors repeatedly described as a derecho. 69 Rodríguez referred to it as "a right of the coartado slave, established by the law and sanctioned by an old custom." Nicolás Azcárate concurred: "Custom, more than the law, because the Reglamento has only confirmed customs, is the origin of the right that the coartado slave undoubtedly has among us to change masters." In turn, Ramón de Armas, who had been síndico when Governor Valdés published the Reglamento in 1842, spoke of the "faculty" that coartado slaves had to change owners. Armas further mentioned that Valdés was familiar with the tract of Mojarrieta, disagreed with it, and that he understood coartación and the possibility of changing masters as entitlements that were not contingent on the consent of the masters. 70 Another jurist, José M. Céspedes, criticized the reasoning of these lawyers by recycling some of the arguments that Mojarrieta, Barchiller, and Olavarría had made before. 71 The efforts of those opposing the Reglamento were not without effect. The court of appeals of Havana-the Real Audiencia-issued a statement in 1853 endorsing the need to modify articles 34 and 35 of the Reglamento. In 1855 a commission appointed by the Governor to "revise" the Bando which included the Reglamento, accepted the notion that both articles should be repealed. Coartación, the commission argued, had not been created by royal regulations "to reduce slavery to half" nor did those regulations "concede slaves prerogatives as free… the right to change owners without just cause relaxes the subordination to which [slaves] should be subject." Thus the commission proposed the following changes to the law. Article 34 would read: "no master may refuse to coartar his slaves whenever they pay him one fourth of their value, acquired by legal means…" As for the controversial article 35, the reversal was complete: "the masters of the coartado slaves cannot be forced to sell them unless there is just cause, as is regulated for those who are not coartados." 72 The need to modify the Reglamento was felt, of course, because these articles were being invoked by the slaves and by the síndicos who represented them. The latter insisted that it was their duty to enforce the law, even if that meant, as one of them put it, becoming "an accomplice" of the slave. A typical argument was offered, successfully, by a síndico on behalf of the slave José Casanova in 1846: "according to article 35… the coartados can change masters at will." When the síndicos of Havana were asked to issue a pronouncement about whether slaves could demand coartación "in any case," their answer, which they qualified as "very easy," was unequivocal: "the síndicos of this city have always made to be declared coartado any slave who gives his master the amount of fifty pesos according to the Reglamento." When, years later, they were asked again to issue a statement concerning the application of this right to small children, their reply was again definite: the articles did not make an exception of small children, who could not be excluded from this benefit. Invoking the principle of favor libertatis, they also noted that it was a principle of law that all doubts should be resolved in favor of freedom. 73 When attacked for contributing to the erosion of property rights and the social order in the island, the síndicos countered that they were simply performing their duties and enforcing the laws. As one of these officials put it in 1858, "because I see in the delicate question of coartación a principle of freedom for the slave and I find article 34 to be explicit I feel the imperious need to press a demand… for the coartación of Evaristo."
Or as another síndico stated in 1850, "the duty of my ministry, which I cannot ignore, compels me to initiate a claim on behalf of the said slaves…" When the síndico of Yet this approval was never issued. In 1862, when the recently created Consejo de Administración issued a final report about coartación, it deemed it unadvisable to modify the Reglamento. 75 Addressed to the Governor, the report offered a careful assessment of the conflicts of interests that surrounded coartación. On one side there were "private interests" that, invoking property rights, discipline and order, aspired to "curtail concessions given to the slaves." On the other side there was "a well understood public interest" supported by the laws, which the members of the Council depicted as monuments to humanity and Spanish civilization. Beyond these abstractions, however, the councilmen acknowledged the weight of practical reasons. They noted that the island was living through "difficult circumstances" and "an evidently transitional period" in which it was not prudent to attack "rights or concessions sanctioned by law," particularly when they affected a numerous sector of society. Although they acknowledged that some owners may be irritated by the possibilities linked to coartación, particularly when it involved children, they deemed those interests "too secondary to influence a matter of such social importance." The Council thus recommended that neither the articles concerning coartación, nor the custom of allowing the manumission of unborn children "in the terms established by custom"-that is, for a price of 25 pesos-should be altered.
They further stated that even if the child of one of their slaves was born free, it was the master's responsibility to keep them until they turned seven, at which point they could be transferred to a master artisan to learn a trade, or to a public institution. pesos. The owner remained responsible for the upbringing of the child and could not prevent enslaved mothers from breast feeding them. Those who employed coartado slaves had to pay them a salary proportional to the portion for which the slaves had already paid. This arrangement had been long observed in the island, but it had not been written into law before. Furthermore, appraisers were instructed that in cases of coartación or self-purchase the price of slaves should be based only on their age and physical condition, regardless of qualifications and abilities. Masters could be compensated for the expenses associated with training their slaves, but skilled slaves should not be penalized by assessing them with a higher manumission price. Finally, article 13 stipulated that if a slave-any slave, not just a coartado-was being sold without fault on his part, then he had "the right to be authorized to look for a new master for three days," after which the owner could sell the slave to whomever he pleased. 77 It is unknown to what extent these regulations were enforced. What seems clear, however, is that this ordinance restricted further the dominium of slave owners and represented another expression of a thread of legal thinking that subordinated the rights of the property owners to the stability and "true interests" of the colony.
The slave owners, of course, did not resign themselves to what they perceived as repeated assaults on their sacred rights and continued to challenge the slaves' right to change masters. At least in the case of rural slaves, they seem to have had some success.
As late as 1867 a justice from the sugar zone of Colón, in Matanzas, inquired whether rural slaves who were coartados "could ask for papel to seek a new master and to abandon the farm as a result," warning that this created a disastrous example for the farm hands. The very existence of this consultation suggests that justices continued to be ambivalent about this right, its codification in law notwithstanding. Although the Consejo ratified, again, that articles 34 and 35 continued to be valid and that they applied to all slaves, including those in the countryside, the planters' pressures eventually bore fruit. A circular issued by the Governor in 1871 declared that rural slaves "did not have the right to change owners," even if they were coartados. 78 By then, however, the slave owners faced a threat that was far more serious than coartación. The anti-colonial revolt that erupted in eastern Cuba in 1868 threatened in fact the slave system as a whole.
Colonial authorities rationalized the practices of coartación, buscar papel, and others, as concessions grounded on the humanitarian spirit of the Spanish laws, a characterization that was at best partially correct. Although some of these practices, such as seeking paper and a new owner, were tenuously linked to Spanish legal codes and mores, they had developed in ways that were frequently quite different from those intended by the law. These customary rights, in turn, were widespread enough that by the mid-19 th century, when colonial authorities felt the need to regulate slavery-that is, its survival-they codified some of those customs into law. Once included in the Reglamento there was no turning back. As the Consejo de Administración acknowledged
